Inspired by conversational reading comprehension (CRC), this paper studies a novel task of leveraging reviews as a source to build an agent that can answer multi-turn questions from potential consumers of online businesses. We first build a review CRC dataset and then propose a novel task-aware pre-tuning step running between language model (e.g., BERT) pre-training and domain-specific finetuning. The proposed pre-tuning requires no data annotation, but can greatly enhance the performance on our end task. Experimental results show that the proposed approach is highly effective and has competitive performance as the supervised approach. 1
Introduction
Seeking information to assess whether a product or service suits one's needs is an important activity in consumer decision making. One major hindrance for online businesses is that the consumers often have difficulty to get answers for their questions. With the ever-changing environment, it is very hard, if not impossible, for businesses to pre-compile an up-todate knowledge base to answer user questions as in KB-QA (Kwok et al., 2001; Fader et al., 2014; Yin et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2016) . Although community question-answering (CQA) helps (McAuley and Yang, 2016) , one has to be lucky to get an existing customer to answer a question quickly. There is work on retrieving whole reviews relevant to a question (McAuley and Yang, 2016; Yu and Lam, 2018) , but it is not ideal for the user to read the whole reviews to fish for answers.
Inspired by conversational reading comprehension (CRC) (Reddy et al., 2018; Choi et al., 2018; 1 The dataset is available at https://github.com/howardhsu/RCRC. Xu et al., 2019) , we explore the possibility of turning reviews into a valuable source of knowledge of real-world experiences and using it to answer customer or user multi-turn questions. We call this Review Conversational Reading Comprehension (RCRC). The conversational setting enables the user to go into details via more specific questions and to simplify their questions by either omitting or co-referencing information in the previous context. As shown in Table 1 , the user first has an opinion question about "retina display" (an aspect) of a laptop. Then he/she carries (or omits) the question type opinion from the first question to the second question about another aspect "bootup speed". Later, he/she carries the aspect of the second question, but changes the question type to opinion reason and then co-references the aspect "SSD" from the third answer and asks for the capacity (a sub-aspect) of "SSD". Unfortunately, there is no answer in this review. Finally, the customer asks another aspect as in the fifth question. RCRC is defined as follows. RCRC Definition: Given a review that consists of a sequence of n tokens d = (d 1 , . . . , d n ), a history of past k − 1 questions and answers as the context C = (q 1 , a 1 , q 2 , a 2 , . . . , q k−1 , a k−1 ) and the current question q k , find a sequence of tokens (a textual span) a = (d s , . . . , d e ) in d that answers q k based on C, where 1 ≤ s ≤ n, s ≤ e ≤ n, and s ≤ e, or return NO ANSWER (s, e = 0) if the review does not contain the answer for q k .
Note that although RCRC focuses on one review, it can potentially be deployed on the setting of multiple reviews (e.g., all reviews for a product), where the context C may contain answers from different reviews. To the best of our knowledge, there are no existing review datasets for RCRC. We first build a dataset called (RC) 2 based on laptop and restaurant reviews from Se-mEval 2016 Task 5. 2 Given the wide spectrum of domains in online businesses and the prohibitive cost of annotation, (RC) 2 has limited training data, as in many other tasks of sentiment analysis.
As a result, the challenge is how to effectively improve the performance of RCRC. We adopt BERT (Devlin et al., 2018 ) as our base model since it can be either a feature encoder or a standalone model that achieves good performance on CRC (Reddy et al., 2018 ). BERT bears with task-agnostic features, which require taskspecific architecture and many supervised training examples to train(fine-tune) on an end task. As (RC) 2 has limited training data, we propose a novel task-aware pre-tuning to further bridge the gap between BERT pre-training and RCRC taskawareness. Pre-tuning requires no annotation of CRC (or RCRC) data but just QA pairs (from CQA) and reviews that are largely available online. The data are general and can potentially be used in other machine reading comprehension tasks. Experimental results show that the proposed approach achieves competitive performance even compared with the supervised approach using a large-scale annotated dataset.
BERT and Proposed Pre-tuning 2.1 BERT
BERT is one of the key innovations (Peters et al., 2018; Howard and Ruder, 2018; Radford et al.; Devlin et al., 2018) of unsupervised learning with the idea to learn contextualized representations that are previously only learned from supervised data. It has two novel pre-training objectives that greatly improve the learned representations: masked language model (MLM) and next sen-tence prediction (NSP). The former predicts a randomly masked word and the latter tries to detect whether two sides of a text are from the same document or not. A training example is formulated as
is a special token and x 1:n is a document (with randomly masked words) split into two sides x 1:j and x j+1:n and [SEP] separates those two. We leverage BERT's architecture and focus on how to design a textual format to bring taskawareness of RCRC into a (pre-tuned) model.
Textual Format
Inspired by the DrQA system (Reddy et al., 2018) , we formulate an input example x for both RCRC fine-tuning and pre-tuning 3 as a composition of the context C, the current question q k , and a review d:
(
where past QA pairs q 1 , a 1 , . . . , q k−1 , a k−1 in C are concatenated and separated by two tokens [Q] and [A] and then concatenated with the current question q k as the left side of BERT and the right side is the review document. One can observe that BERT lacks the basic understanding of the RCRC task regarding both the input and output, such as the above input format and textual spans in a review. Limited training data of (RC) 2 may not be sufficient to learn such a complex input and output. We propose a pre-tuning stage that can enhance the understanding of the input/output before fine-tuning on (RC) 2 .
Data Formulation for Pre-tuning
We first formulate the data for pre-tuning that aims to address the understanding of the textual format.
As we have no annotated data except the limited (RC) 2 data, we harvest domain QA pairs and reviews (that are largely available online, see Section 3), which are typically organized under an entity (a laptop or a restaurant). The QA pairs and reviews are combined to produce the pre-tuning examples. The process is given in Algorithm 1. The inputs to Algorithm 1 are a set of QA pairs and a set of reviews belonging to the same entity and the maximum number of turns in the context. The output is the pre-tuning data, which is initialized in Line 1. Each example is denoted Algorithm 1: Data Generation Algorithm Input : Q: a set of QA pairs; R: a set of reviews; h max : maximum turns in context. Output: T : pre-tuning data. as (x, (u, v)), where x is the input example and (u, v) indicates the boundary (starting and ending indexes) of an answer for the auxiliary objective (discussed in Section 2.4). Given a QA pair (q ′ , a ′ ) in Line 2, we first build the left side of input example x in Line 3-9. After initializing input x in Line 3, we randomly determine the number of turns in the context in Line 4 and concatenate ⊕ these turns of QA pairs in Line 5-8, where Q\(q ′ , a ′ ) ensures the current QA pair (q ′ , a ′ ) is not chosen. In Line 9, we concatenate with the current question q ′ . Lines 10-23 build the right side of input example x and the answer boundary. In Line 10, we randomly draw a review r with m sentences. To challenge the pre-tuning stage to discover the semantic relatedness between q ′ and a ′ (for the auxiliary objective), we first decide whether to allow the right side of x contains a ′ (Line 16) for q ′ or a random (negative/no) answer a in Lines 11-12. We also come up with two indexes u and v initialized in Lines 13 and 17. Then, we insert a into review r by randomly picking one from the m + 1 locations in Lines 19-20. This gives us d 1:n , which has n tokens. We further update u and v to allow them to point to the chunk boundaries of a ′ . Otherwise, BERT should detect no a ′ on the right side and point to [CLS] (u, v = 1). Finally, examples are aggregated in Line 25. Algorithm 1 is run k times to allow for enough samplings. Following BERT, we still randomly mask some words in each example x but omitted here for brevity.
Auxilary Objective
Besides the input, we further adapt BERT to the output of RCRC with an auxiliary objective. The design of this auxiliary objective is to mimic a prediction of a textual span in RCRC, which aims to predict the token spans of an answer randomly inserted in the review or NO ANSWER if a randomly drawn negative answer appears. The implementation of both the auxiliary objective and RCRC model is similar to BERT for SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) , so we omit them for brevity. After pre-tuning, we fine-tune using the (RC) 2 dataset to show the performance of RCRC.
Experiments
We adopt SemEval 2016 Task 5 as the review source for RCRC (to be consistent with research in sentiment analysis), which contains two domains laptop and restaurant. We kept the split of training and testing, and annotated dialogues on each review. Similar to the way of annotating the CoQA data (Reddy et al., 2018) , we first let both annotators read a review and then one annotator asks questions and the other annotator annotates the answer token spans (or no answer) 4 . To ensure questions are real-world questions, annotators are first asked to read hundreds of community questions and answers (CQA) from real customers. Since the number of testing reviews is small, we encourage annotators to produce as many dialogues as possible. Each training review is encouraged to have 1 or 2 dialogues. The statistics of the annotated (RC) 2 dataset is shown in Table 2 . We use 20% of the training reviews as the validation set for each domain.
For the proposed pre-tuning, we collect QA pairs and reviews for these two domains.
For laptop, we collect the reviews from (He and McAuley, 2016) and QA pairs from (Xu et al., 2018) both under the laptop category of Amazon.com. We exclude products in the test data of (RC) 2 . This gives us 113,728 laptop reviews and 19,104 QA pairs. For restaurant, we crawl reviews and all QA pairs from the top 60 restaurants in each U.S. city from Yelp.com. This ends with 197,333 restaurant reviews and 49,587 QA pairs. Based on the number of QAs, Algorithm 1 is run k = 10 times for laptop and k = 5 times for restaurant.
To compare with the performance of a fullysupervised approach, we leverage the CoQA dataset with 7,199 documents (covering domains in Childrens Story, Mid/High School Literature, News, Wikipedia, etc.) and 108,647 turns of question/answer span annotated via crowdsourcing.
We compare the following methods: DrQA is a CRC baseline coming with the CoQA dataset 5 . DrQA+CoQA is the above baseline pre-tuned on the CoQA dataset and then fine-tuned on (RC) 2 to show that even DrQA pre-trained on CoQA is suboptimal. BERT 6 is the pre-trained BERT weights directly fine-tuned on (RC) 2 for ablation study on the effectiveness of pre-tuning. BERT+review first tunes BERT on domain reviews using the same objectives as BERT pre-training and then fine-tunes on (RC) 2 . We use this baseline to show that a simple domain-adaptation of BERT is not sufficient. BERT+CoQA first fine-tunes BERT on the supervised CoQA data and then fine-tunes on (RC) 2 . We use this baseline to show that even compared with using this large-scale supervised data, our pre-tuning is still very competitive. BERT+Pre-tuning is the proposed approach. We set the maximum length of BERT to 256 with the maximum length of context+question to 96 (h max = 9 for Algorithm 1) and the batch size to 16. We perform pre-tuning for 10k steps. CoQA fine-tuning converges in 2 epochs. Finetune RCRC is performed for 4 epochs and most runs converged within 3 epochs. We search the maximum number of turns in context C for RCRC fine-tuning using the validation set, which ends with 6 turns for laptop and 5 turns for restaurant. Results are reported as averages of 3 runs. To be consistent, we leverage the same evaluation script as CoQA, which reports turn-level Exact Match (EM) and F1 scores for all turns in all dialogues.
Result Analysis
As shown in Table 3 , BERT+Pre-tuning has significant performance gains over BERT fine-tuned directly on (RC) 2 by 9%. BERT is overall better than DrQA. But directly using review documents to adapt BERT does not yield better results as in BERT+review. We suspect the task of RCRC still requires a certain degree of general language understanding on the question side and BERT+review also has the effect of (catastrophic) forgetting (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017) on such representation. Further, large-scale annotated CoQA data can boost the performance for both DrQA and BERT. However, our pre-tuning approach still has competitive performance and it requires no annotation at all. We examine the errors of BERT+Pretuning and realize that both locations of span and span boundaries tend to have errors, indicating a significant room for improvement.
Conclusions
In this paper, we aimed to build a novel reviewbased conversational reading agent using limited annotated data. We proposed a (language-model like) pre-tuning method without requiring any other annotation and empirical results showed its effectiveness.
